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A strange skyline greets the PCs this morning. A city 

has seemingly popped up overnight just beyond the 

hills outside of town, soaring towers and sawtooth 

battlements piercing the sky. The city appears 

populated and in fact seems to be in the throws of 

a grand festival. The people are distant and 

unresponsive, but welcome anyone brave enough to 

approach. Perhaps they don’t speak the local 

tongue?  

 

What is not readily apparent is that this entire city 

is actually a lure meant to attract food for a fungal 

presence underground. Every man, woman, child, 

and structure of the city is fungal in origin and seeks 

only to feed the presence below. The PCs shall be 

guided through the streets, gravitating towards the 

center of the city where the festival culminates. This, 

of course, is where the “food” is to be trapped and 

digested.  

 

All is not hopeless for the PCs, as the fungus is not a 

perfect facsimile. It could be the unnerving silence 

of the populace that tips off the PCs, or it might be 

the strange lack of animals about. Maybe it’s the 

large number of twins, triplets, and quadruplets 

within the crowd, or perhaps it’s the increasing 

slickness of everything as they wind their way 

towards the city center. Whatever the reason, 

something should signal some alarms for the PCs!  

 

 

 

Pits of Annihilation 

In the central square of the city is a large organic 

pit filed with bubbling acid, the stomach of the 

fungal presence. The populace will at this point 

become hostile and attempt to push the PCs into the 

pit. Those that fall into the acid will die screeching 

as they are eaten alive. Those that hold fast will 

find themselves on the receiving end of a tough 

fight against the rolling hordes of city dwellers. The 

horde shall only subside after 1d4+4 rounds, 

affording the PCs just enough time to escape. 

Survivors may have overcome the horrors within the 

city, but they are irreversibly changed by the 

microscopic spores they have have been breathing 

in since arriving.  

 

Freeman Fungus: Init +1; Atk pseudopod +2 

melee (1d6); AC 10; HD 1d6; MV 30’; SP when 

slain Freeman Fungus exploded in a cloud of 

bone-white spores, dealing 1d6 poison damage to 

anyone breathing them in 

 

d20  Spore Effects 

1  Death. You’re a goner; perish in 1d6 

days. 

2  Fungal Tongue. You know the language 

of ‘shrooms; speak in whispers and smells. 

3  Pica. You now have the uncontrollable 

urge to gorge yourself on fungi.   

4  Infravision. You can now see in the dark 

up to a distance of 60’.  

5  Hematidrosis. You now sweat blood. 

6  Gigantism. Double in height. 

7  Cordyceps. You are overtaken by the 

fungal presence; you seek to spread its 

influence.  

8  Third Arm. A writhing appendage sprouts 

from the middle of your chest. 

9  Psychotropia. You are plagued by 

horrible hallucinations. 

10  Immunity. The spores don’t seem to affect 

you. 

11  Dead Limb. Roll 1d4; one of your limbs 

become permanently numb.  

12  Third Eye. You see the unseen.   

13  Blindness. You are suddenly struck blind; 

your eyes ooze out of their sockets. 

14  Second Life. If ever you should perish in a 

future adventure revive 24 hours later.  

15  Vestiphobia. Are these clothes becoming 

too tight or are you just imagining things? 

16  Natural Armor. Your skin hardens 

granting you superior AC. 

17  Caustic Boils. Growths pop up all over 

your body weeping acidic pus. 

18  Telepathy. You can now read minds. 

19  Sneeze. You now have an uncontrollable 

sneeze. 

20  Division. You split in half, creating two 

exact copies of yourself.  
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